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ABSTRACT
TODAY’S security threat landscape is experiencing an accelerating evolution, which is far
more dangerous than it was ten or even five years ago. Enterprises all of sizes may be overwhelmed by
surging and increasingly sophisticated attacks, especially APTs with the damage and costs multiplied
at a shocking rate. According to the statistics of Arbor Networks, APTs have become the number one
threat on the mind of over 60% of enterprise participants, jumping ahead of DDoS attacks by 2016. As
ATPs’ two main intrinsic properties that distinguish from typical attacks, both advancement and
persistence touch upon the diversification of attack types and methods. The former manifests stealth
and uncertainty in attack path, rendering traditional signature approach targeting known attacks no
longer adequate. While the latter indicates they always process through multiple stages over a long
period of time, making single point detection technology lose desired effects. All of this is placing
enormous pressure on enterprises to keep up the struggle and bringing forward higher request to
‘security as a service’ offerings. Under multiple attacker resources, defense control policy is
implemented on two-stage decisions involving proportional fair resource allocation and host-attack
assignment. In particular, distributed auction-based assignment algorithm is designed to capture
uncertainty in the number of resolved attacks, where high-risk host-attack pairs are prioritized over
others. We theoretically prove our mechanism can guarantee bounded queue backlogs, profit
optimality, no underflow condition and robustness to detection errors. Simulations on real-world
dataset corroborate theoretical analysis and reveal the importance of security awareness.
Keywords—Security awareness, priority-based response, APT attacks, threat intelligence, distributed
auction algorithm.
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security-aware response, i.e., prioritizing

code or techniques.

high-risk attacks in response. Due attention
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independent hosts, an attacker and a

motives) to facilitate response decision-

defender. Backed by threat intelligence, we

making, whose realization is inseparable
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from
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APTs. With joint efforts of industry and
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Today’s security threat landscape is
experiencing an accelerating evolution,
which is far more dangerous than it, was
ten or even five years ago. According to
the statistics, Advanced Persistent Threats
(APTs) have become the number one
threat on the mind of over 60% of
enterprise participants, jumping ahead of
attacks.
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detection and response capabilities as a
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and response capabilities would be a
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and blocking system for secured electronic

resource at right time for right reason.

mails, malicious site filtering system

Cloud computing security can be provided

for blocking malicious files

by using cryptographic techniques that is

download,vulner ability identification and

fully

patches to remedy, audit log analysis and

decryption.

finally USB-Media Management.

encryption is implemented on working on

Virtualization

in

cloud

homomorphic

encryption.

Fully

and

homomorphic

a virtual platform as a Cloud server, a
VPN network that links the Cloud with the

computing is minimizes risk by

customer,

and

then

simulating

using cloud simtool.Security of cloud
computing is based on onion layer security
using fully homomorphic encryption
concept of security which is to enable and
provides confidentiality of data. Is
concerned with protecting data at transit or
at rest; also, by preventing unauthorized
dis-

closures and

data

continuous layered base monitoring and
Figure 1. Advanced Persistent Threat Défense
System.

defense system is developed using defense
in depth forAPT.

enhancing security through centralized IT
management, easily update service packs
and

patches,

easily

servers/desktops.

ARCHITECTURE

restore
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network, hardware

and software

should be managed; identity and
access management is the primary security
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protected. The agent who wants to attack

enables resource sharing and utilization. A

the network to achieve some specific goals

Virtual Cloud Environment is modeled by,

is called the attacker, while the other agent

database, user-interface and application

who tries to defend hosts and minimize

logic, so that users are able to access and

attack effects is called the defender. To

deploy applications from anywhere in

avoid being trapped, the attacker usually

controlled environment where we can

uses multiple zombie computers to launch
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do
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and
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budget.
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potential risky zombie computers and
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constitutes the essence of intelligencedriven defense.Specifically, “intelligence”

CONCLUSION

refers to the threat information acquired by

A

Lyapunov-based

intelligence-

the practical anomaly detection system, as

driven security aware defense mechanism

shown in Section IV, while “driven”

against APTs. we develop tolerable risk

suggests that our priority-based response

admission control policy to accommodate

policy designed later highly depends on

host risk tolerance, and further implement

detection results. Our main contributions

security-aware defense control policy,

are highlighted.

where high-risk host attack pairs are

EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS TO APT

prioritized over others. Simulations based

DEFENSE SYSTEM

on

Cloud Sim Tool Kit plays a great role
in

modeling

and

simulating

cloud

environment. Virtualization is capable of
associating system/software and physical
hardware on which it is running. It can be
used at servers, storage, networkand
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dataset

validate

the

effectiveness of our mechanism.
FUTUREENHANCEMENTS
As a future work, It is not suitable
for large scale Networks so in future we can
extend it. Due to resource constraints we
are developed this for small scale
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